Join a world-class network of experts and innovative entrepreneurs in an exclusive environment to catalyse WASH business ecosystems and entrepreneurial support in Africa, Asia or Latin America.

ABOUT ROUNDTABLES

To build collaboration and partnership between Members and partners in a region, the Toilet Board Coalition offers Regional Roundtables in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

ABOUT THE COALITION

Founded in 2015, the Toilet Board Coalition accelerates business solutions to the global sanitation crisis. The Coalition facilitates vital partnerships between small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), corporates, NGOs, investors and governments who share a commitment to achieve access to sanitation and hygiene for all by 2030 (SDG 6).

Through the sector’s leading Accelerator, the Coalition provides business model coaching, corporate mentorship and access to investment to Sanitation Economy entrepreneurs serving low-income markets.

To date, the Toilet Board Coalition has graduated 70 SMEs, impacting more than 3 million people daily and unlocking US$33 million in finance.

HOW TO ENGAGE

Roundtables meet on a quarterly basis and enable Members to connect with other industry leaders in an exclusive environment to catalyse WASH business ecosystems and entrepreneurial support in a region.

- Roundtables meet virtually, 4 times per year for 90 minutes under the leadership of a Toilet Board Coalition Steering Committee Member.
- They welcome new and existing Members who want to get involved in regional activities. Participants might be subject matter experts or players in the industry keen to learn.

- Roundtables are business-focused and led but welcome expertise from across the Coalition Partnership, Investor & Cohort Councils to support programme development.
- The agenda of each Roundtable is different, diving into particular topics relevant for the region and participants.

Become a Member. Learn more about the perks here. Contact info@toiletboard.org for details.
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